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Abstract
Much has changed in the 30 years since the internet was an uncharted space, made accessible to the world. To
navigate today’s internet means jumping through the hoops of the largest cloud-based companies — Amazon,
Apple, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft (and some governments). These organizations have a say in every layer of
the internet, from infrastructure to application portals. Despite profiting from their users’ private data, they
censor and restrict access with impunity.
Since the formation of today’s tech monopolies and their centralized data systems, pioneers have been actively
creating ways to generate value on decentralized networks. Blockchain networks such as Bitcoin and Ethereum
are two powerful examples of decentralized, internet-wide Open Services.
Their public ledgers have transacted billions of dollars’ worth of crypto-assets without a central authority or
privileged party facilitating the operation. Filecoin, an incentive layer on top of InterPlanetary File System (“IPFS”),
took the utility of decentralized Open Services further. As a decentralized storage network enabled on a
blockchain, miners can provide storage to clients in return for the native “Filecoin” token.
For new users interested in mining BTC or ETH, the odds of making a profit mining are severely low. The costs of
energy and equipment alone are discouraging, and don’t forget about the well-established mining class.
For people interested in transferring massive blocks of encrypted data off of the cloud using Filecoin’s network,
the time and cost outweigh the benefits. Mining is the lifeblood of a blockchain, but the barriers to entry for most
people are too high. Today, the ordinary user cannot afford the tremendous monetary, energy, and CPU costs
necessary to mine BTC, ETH, or even FIL. The juice is simply not worth the squeeze.
Enter NetFlowCoin, the software defined network combined with blockchain technology. NetFlowCoin provides
users with a decentralized network resource (storage, bandwidth, and edge computing node) that turns the key
internet infrastructure elements into an algorithmic market.
The market runs on a blockchain with a native protocol token (also called “NFC”), which miners earn by providing
network resources (storage, bandwidth, edge computing) to the network. Users can use NFC for business
transactions, currency within dApps, and other purposes defined by the decentralized IaaS platform.
NetFlowCoin’s blockchain architecture solves many of the issues plaguing the crypto mining industry.
NetFlowCoin’s hybridized consensus mechanism, consisting of Proof of Stake (PoS) and Proof of Flow (or PoF). The
purpose of these mechanisms is to welcome both established and new miners to the blockchain.
The NetFlowCoin Project incentivizes users to contribute their idle network resources to boost the performance of
the fully peer-to-peer edge network. In other words, Dataflow Mining works by renting network resources
(storage, bandwidth, edge computing nodes) to other users on the NFC network in exchange for tokens.
NetFlowCoin is a solution for users looking to liberate their data and footprint from the intrusive, centralized
internet. The network’s unique blockchain layer enables all users to mine and participate in the market by lending
storage/bandwidth/edge computing nodes to the ecosystem.

This White Paper covers:
(a) The problems and limitations of an internet controlled by monopolies
(b) An introduction and overview of NetFlowCoin and its main elements
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(c) Overview of SDN/SDVN as a solution, work levels, and technical application in the NetFlowCoin

Project
(d) NetFlowCoin’s Public Chain, designed to work alongside SDN/SDVN
(e) Hybrid Consensus Mechanism: the function of delegated proof of stake and proof of valuable
flow
(f) NFC Economic Model & Marketplace of Network Resources (Storage, Bandwidth, Edge
Computing Node)

Note: A new version of this article will be on at https://www.netflowcoin.io. If you have comments and
suggestions, please contact us through: nfc@netflowcoin.io.
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1. The Problem: Centralized Data Systems &
Incomplete Decentralized Systems
“ALL THINGS ARE NUMBERS.”
— PYTHAGORAS
Data can embody everything, and data itself has two meanings: commodity properties and tool
properties. A vital embodiment of the commodity property is the ability to trade. In this context, trade is
the process of making data flow. Unlike other physical commodities, it will only generate value after
flows as reusable data.
With the 5G Internet of Everything (IoE) comes an era of digitizing the entire human society. Data is the
lifeblood of the digitization process as the core of digital transformation. Its importance will become
unparalleled.
Today, tens of billions of smart devices are connected to the internet. As the number of smart devices
climbs into the hundreds of billions, data interactions will reach an unprecedented peak.
As the modern human experience continues to be compartmentalized into shareable and curated data,
the big tech companies responsible for maintaining the centralized cloud storage systems remain
unchanged.

1.1. The Monopolization of Data Value and Dataflow
In 2017, The Economist declared that data has succeeded oil as the world’s most valuable commodity. In
return for providing “free services,” the big tech companies capture, store, disseminate and sell user
data. Tech titans enjoy 24/7 access to their users’ smart devices, Internet history, and social media.
To cope with the sheer volume of data collected over the years, AI-Machine Learning has been
implemented to calculate the consumer behavior and personality profiles of individuals. The primary
purpose of AI predictive analytics and Machine Learning is to draw out more value from the constant
flow of data.
The Tech titans’ centralized control of data has translated into enormous power, wealth, and
information. To have a powerful monopoly in any industry is to limit competition. The big Internet firms
manipulate markets, influence politics, and preserve their dominance by restricting the flow of data.
An unchallenged monopoly makes mistakes. With a tremendous amount of data stored in one place, the
consequences of a hacking, breach, or power surge can be disastrous.
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1.2. Cloud Computing: A Decade of Leaks and Data Loss
Existing cloud storage services for data preservation typically rely on low-level encryption (many are not
encrypted at all). Industry leaders are at a high risk of information loss or leakage due to technical errors
or malicious attacks.
For over a decade, news of cloud storage data leaks has been a common occurrence. Private and public
citizens have suffered due to sensitive data and media being leaked from iCloud, Amazon, Baidu, Google,
and Amazon. Corporations and state organizations are frequently at risk from cloud storage breaches
and hacks.
The aftermath of a data breach can be worse than the actual leak, with the loss of reputation and
confidence resting solely on the shoulders of the victim.

1.3. Existing Centralized Network Architecture is Already
Overburdened
In the Internet of Things or IOT, network services are in constant demand from a variety of smart
devices. In the average household, the demand for data and network services increased by several
orders of magnitude compared to the mobile Internet era (early 2010’s).
According to its “Data Age 2025” report, the IDC predicts that the global DataSphere will increase from
33 ZB (zettabytes) in 2018 to 175 ZB in 2025.
The IoT will be a great test for the existing communication networks and data centers. During the
epidemic, the high traffic of remote work, online consumption, and online entertainment broke
contemporary Internet applications. Operators had to temporarily expand capacity to meet the data
interaction needs of a large number of users and devices.
In response to the explosive growth of data, the consumer’s demand for instant, mobile, and
personalized real-time data also rise to new heights. As the IoT continues, the demand for a real-time
response to services will be even more urgent and high-frequency.

1.4. Low Latency Demand for Massive IoT Terminal
Communication
IoT is an open, global network that connects people, data, and machines, enabling data to generate
value in connected communications. Compared to the current Internet, IoT will rely more on data, full
connectivity, and the flow, integration, analysis, and modeling of data. It also needs the network to be
able to process requests and services from massive terminals at high speed with very low latency, so
that the data value of smart devices can be maximized.
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1.5. End-to-End Data Exchange Capability in Real-Time
In the current mobile internet, a great many requests from terminal devices (such as cell phones, PCs,
etc.) are first sent to the remote cloud platform for processing, and then the results are returned to the
terminal. In the “Internet of Everything” era the efficiency and response speed of end-to-end data
exchange interactions will be insufferably slow and overburden the cloud platform.

1.6. The Risks of Centralized NFT Marketplaces
NFTs are a booming sector of the nascent crypto economy. An NFT or non-fungible token is a singular
crypto token that has been serialized or minted on the blockchain to represent ownership of a piece of
art, music, or media.
With NFTs, creators have the ability to exchange ownership of their work directly to their community.
This allows artists to circumvent the corporate intermediaries who have monopolized the exchange of
ownership as a third party.
What is a Centralized NFT Platform?
A centralized system, whether it’s cloud computing or NFT marketplace, shares the same major risks
across the board. At the helm of the system is a central authority who decides everything about the
operations, functions, and data.
Take Instagram, for example. Instagram decides who can join, what can be shared, and where the data
is stored. In a centralized NFT marketplace, the people or person in charge can deplatform, censor, and
ban users with impunity. They can decide whether or not they want users to send NFTs off their
platform.
Many NFT marketplaces share centralized elements comparable to other websites. Even if the central
authority is acting on good faith, the technical risks inherent in a centralized system are also a hazard. If
the server(s) supporting a centralized NFT marketplace crash, it can cause mass losses of their users’
NFTs.
When buying an NFT on these centralized platforms, the token is represented in a decentralized way on
the chain. Since on-chain storage of large files is slow, expensive and not cost-effective, the actual media
file and metadata is stored off-chain. Since NFTs are singular, should the centralized NFT exchange
server crash or stop operating, the media and metadata linked to the on-chain NFT can be gone forever.
On a centralized NFT platform, however, users may not “own” the NFTs they have been collecting.
Similar to centralized crypto exchanges, where users who keep their balance on the platform do not
possess the actual digital asset, but an IOU slip. Until transferring digital assets off the centralized
exchange and into hot or cold storage – NFTs are not really yours until you have the keys.
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Hence the phrase, “Not your keys, not your coins.” If the centralized NFT owner decides to ban a user
for a frivolous reason, they can, in theory, reclaim all of the NFTs purchased and decide what they want
to do with them.
The danger of making and buying NFTs on centralized markets can be summarized in a sentence: “Not
your keys, not your art.”
For NFTs purchased off centralized exchanges, the referenced media files are usually stored off-chain in
an IPFS hash or, worse, an HTTP URL metadata file. Take Beeple’s $69 million “Everydays: The First 500
Days” NFT, sold by Christie’s auction in Q2 2021 as example. The NFT’s reference metadata is accessible
through a public IPFS gateway. The image ref is stored through MakersPlace’s private gateway. If
MakersPlace were to ever go offline permanently, the NFT’s owner would no longer be able to reach the
associated piece of art.
Centralized systems, NFT or otherwise, all have the same vulnerabilities: censorship, data leaks, and
single points of failure.

1.7. The Risks of Centralized Metaverses
The metaverse is a conceptual virtual world incorporating ideas from sci-fi, the Internet, augmented
reality, virtual reality, artificial intelligence and other technologies. The metaverse has been called the
union of all advances in technology, and is where real people inhabit the virtual world and navigate it
using software, AR, AI, human interface devices, and other futuristic tech to interact with one another.
What are the limitations of centralized metaverses?
The centralized metaverse refers to the fact that they are completely controlled by a single entity. The
centralized control means bad actors can access the world via hacking and ruin them in a variety of ways.
Centralized metaverses hamstring the true potential of the technology and its application.
Besides the lack of self-ownership, users in centralized metaverses are at the mercy of the controlling
entity: they can be censored or banned with no recourse. For this reason, many users/players prefer
decentralized metaverses over centralized metaverses.
The addition of cryptocurrencies provide an avenue for smart properties and digital entities to be
connected through the blockchain. This also creates a legal link between virtual property and digital
personas. The digital persona is maintained by real world metaverse users who reap the benefits of their
virtual items and digital properties.
Through projects like Decentraland and the Metaverse blockchain, all properties can be registered on
the blockchain.
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What are the perks of a decentralized metaverse?
A major perk of a decentralized metaverse is that the users are in charge of it. A few decentralized
metaverse trends enabling innovation and the democratization of power include open source code,
distributed computing, peer-to-peer projects, and the use of smart contracts.
Take Next Earth, for example. Next Earth is a decentralized metaverse and ecosystem with a digitized
grid system and copy of Earth with an active community, DAO governance, and NFT collectibles in the
form of virtual land for users to own.
In the future, there will be hundreds of different metaverses. In theory, the metaverse would allow for
virtual industries, real job opportunities, commerce and lived experiences using the immersive VR
equipment. When applied to the metaverse, decentralized digital currency enables users to make
completely decentralized payments securely inside the virtual world.

2. The Solution: A Decentralized Overlay
Network (SDN/SDVN)
In the centralized Internet paradigm, the gatekeepers in control of data and its flow decide who disrupts
what. So where do we go from here?
The NetFlowCoin Project is an SDN/SDVN overlay network decoupled from the centralized Internet, with
improved network features.
For a decade, SDN has been a mainstream component of enterprise networking architecture. Alone, this
is no differentiator. The x-factor in NetFlowCoin is the integration of SDN with blockchain technology.
The NetFlowCoin incorporates a public blockchain system to record data and safeguard the operation of
the network.
The NFC blockchain encourages the development of the network through its Proof of Stake and Proof of
Flow consensus mechanisms. Two consensus mechanisms bridge together the on-chain and off-chain
worlds, and give users three ways to earn rewards by contributing infrastructure resources (network,
storage, computing).
NetFlowCoin creates a super information highway with distributed IT infrastructure resources, tied
together by a trustless, decentralized data communication value network.
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3. Dual Consensus: A Bridge Between the OnChain & Off-Chain Worlds
The latest version of NetFlowCoin uses a dual consensus mechanism of Proof of Stake (PoS) and Proof
of Flow (PoF). NetFlowCoin's unique consensus mechanism and economic model aims to achieve three
goals:
1. Bridge the on-chain and off-chain worlds
2. Calculate rewards in return for user participation
3. Provide nodes with an incentive to maintain the network and service users
The majority of blockchains award tokens to block producers to encourage block mining. This ensures
the fidelity of the distributed ledger and protects the network. The singular driver behind these
consensus mechanisms is block generation. The consequences of networks like Bitcoin and Ethereum
are massive energy wastes, barriers to entry, and centralization of resources.
In a public decentralized blockchain like NetFlowCoin, the long-term success of the network depends on
the people. Each node is responsible for maintaining the operation of the entire system. To earn
rewards, NetFlowCoin nodes contribute their time and resources to ensure the veracity of ledger data
on the blockchain.
As with most blockchains, the consensus mechanism is designed to reward nodes who enrich the
network and punish bad actors.

Proof of Stake
NetFlowCoin’s unique PoS mechanism functions by selecting witness nodes according to an equity
algorithm set across four different candidate pools. The PoS reaches consensus by validating on-chain
transactions, bookkeeping, and block generation.

Proof of Flow
Under NetFlowCoin’s PoF, users are incentivized and accurately rewarded for their off-chain
contributions to the infrastructure, performance, and stability of the SDN/SDVN network. The PoF
consensus algorithm measures and converts a node’s flow into on-chain value in the form of
NetFlowCoin tokens. PoF covers two aspects of consensus, including static resource capabilities
(bandwidth support) and dynamic service work (application data flow service).
Flow is a value conversion medium, whose characteristic is non-attribute, the full participation of flow
and high adaptability in the traditional "customer-network-service" model.
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3.1. Proof of Stake
To resist the centralization of network resources of the original PoS protocol, the NFC-based proof of
stake uses an equity algorithm to create four candidate node pools with different winning ratios (multihouse system).
The PoS consensus has three phases leading to the election of the witness nodes:
Phase 1: The node that has completed the pledge will enter the pre-candidate pools (the number of
pools is unlimited)
Phase 2: In each consensus election, first select 500 nodes from the pre-candidate pool to enter the
candidate pool (according to their rights and interests to enter different intervals, namely, the Senate
1/2/3/4)
Stage 3: Select 21 witness nodes from the four "houses" in the candidate pool according to their
proportions

Witness nodes will perform their own work in the next 7 days, and they will take turns out of blocks
according to a random block generation cycle. Each witness node can only complete block packaging in
its own block generation slot and receive corresponding block generation rewards.
In concert with a rewards reduction algorithm the equity algorithm extends validator opportunities to a
wider set of stakeholders who would otherwise be outbid by the richest nodes in the network.
In each round of witness node elections, a corresponding number of nodes are selected from the four
pools according to the equity algorithm to grant block generation rights (i.e. witness nodes).
Meanwhile, it ensures that the block rights will not be completely controlled by some fixed nodes in
combination with the rewards reduction algorithm.

3.1.1. Staking Process
In order for nodes to participate in block generation, they are required to stake a certain amount of
tokens as collateral before entering the pre-candidate pool.
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Nodes stake NFC to validate a block of transactions. NetFlowCoin’s PoS protocol is similar to Ethereum
2.0. It is expected that nodes participating in block generation need to stake 36 NFC in order to have the
right to run for witness nodes.
The purpose of staking (or pledging) tokens is to maintain network security. Staking tokens is a
compelling financial incentive for the network to operate efficiently and reduce the odds of an attack.
In PoS networks with slashing, the deposited collateral incentivizes the proper behavior of witness
nodes. Making use of cryptography technology and behavioral economics, the blockchain system can
operate self-sustainably, so that everyone can participate in it and maintain their privacy at the same
time.

3.1.2. PoS Node Pool
There are three node pools in the PoS consensus:
●

●

●

Pre-candidate pool: all nodes pledged with the required number can enter the pool, and only
the nodes in the pool have the opportunity to become candidate nodes. There is no limit to the
number of nodes in the pool.
Candidate node pool: a certain number of nodes will be selected to enter the candidate node
pool according to the node assets in the pre-candidate pool. The candidate node pool can be
divided into four intervals, in which different intervals have different node rights and interests
and the number of successful witness nodes. The greater the rights and interests, the higher the
interval, and the greater the probability of winning. The number of candidate node pools and
each interval is limited.
Number of witness nodes: after consensus algorithm, 21 witness nodes are selected from the
four intervals of candidate nodes, who are responsible for the bookkeeping and packaging of
this block generation round. The witness nodes of each cycle in each block round are randomly
out of order to avoid attack.

3.1.3. Block Round, Block Cycle and Block Interval
Every 2100 seconds is a block round1; each block interval (called block slot) is 10 seconds, and each block
cycle is 21 nodes to complete a block operation in turn (i.e., 21 block slots, 210 seconds).
Random sorting is adopted for the block queue of witness nodes in order to avoid malicious attacks.
At the beginning of the second round of block, the assets of the pre-candidate nodes will be counted by
the consensus protocol and then they will be filled into each interval of the candidate node pool, after
which 21 nodes will be selected from the candidate interval to enter the witness node pool.

1

1 block round = 10 block cycles = 210 block slots
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3.1.4. Election Process and Block Generation
NetFlowCoin’s POS consensus will select a corresponding number of witness nodes in each block
generation round; and due to the random block cycle, each witness node can only complete block
packaging in its own block slot.

3.1.5. Rotation, Incentives, and Punishment of Witness Nodes
In proof of stake, rotation is very important to avoid the centralization of power and influence to any
one node. Rotation can be divided into two levels:
●

●

Replacement of witness nodes in the block round: Because a certain witness node cannot
complete the block process at the block interval due to offline, downtime and other reasons,
which will reduce the throughput of the whole blockchain system, a trust score mechanism
is established in the POS consensus. When for a node the score is lower than the trust score,
it will be filled by an unselected candidate node, so as to ensure the smooth block process.
Witness node rotation during block round election: In the election process of each block
round, the reward reduction and weight algorithm will ensure that the block rights cannot
be maintained by nodes with the most influence and money, so as to complete the rotation
of candidate nodes as witness nodes.

Rewards
In the decentralized blockchain system, good reward is essential in order to make the system more
efficient and autonomous. Like the PoW and DPoS consensus mechanisms, under the NetFlowCoin PoS
consensus mechanism, nodes producing blocks can also obtain token rewards to encourage them to
verify transactions and produce blocks, so as to maintain the blockchain network.
Slashing
The witness node that endangers the stability of the chain due to error or malicious behavior will be
punished accordingly to standardize the node behavior.

3.1.6. Proof of Stake Consensus Advantages
Multi-house system (candidate node pool)
The multi-house model disperses the block generation right, which not only ensures that nodes with a
large number of pledges have more block generation opportunities, but also enables nodes with a small
number of pledges to obtain a certain block generation probability, so as to avoid the problems of rigid
consensus and class solidification.
Randomness of blocks
By random selection of witness nodes and random arrangement of block rounds, the security and stable
production of blocks on the chain can be ensured and DDoS and other security attacks can be prevented.
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High TPS
When the 10s block cycle is combined with the "solidification" mode, bifurcation and double flower
problems can be avoided so as to effectively improve the speed of transactions on the chain, and meet
the large concurrency requirements of real-world applications on the chain.
Rewards and Slashing Fees
Witness nodes that generate blocks on time will get a certain number of token rewards, while nodes
that fail to block normally will also be punished on the chain, forming an effective incentive and
punishment environment to prevent nodes from doing bad things.

3.1.7. Block Rewards
Block reward is to encourage nodes to work hard to maintain the stability and continuous operation of
the blockchain system. NetFlowCoin’s block reward halves every six years. While the number of block
rewards is constantly decreasing annually, the number of blocks produced is constant.
The number of tokens in each block reward is calculated using the following formula:

●
●
●
●

�����(�)� =

��� − ���−1
3153600

�����(�)� in the nth year, witness the number of fixed NFC rewards for packaging a block.
n≥1... After 1 year, n+1

��� is the total number of block rewards on the nth year

3153600is the number of blocks produced every year (1 block every 10 seconds)

Through this formula, the number of tokens in the block reward is on a steady decline to adapt to the
growth of the network without hurting the value of the native NFC token.

Block reward attenuation curve
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Block Generation Attenuation Model
The right to generate is controlled by the witness node, which is elected from the candidate nodes
through POS consensus in each round.

The block generation reward is based on the time-based attenuation model, and the block cycle is 10
seconds and its issue halved every 6 years. The block formula is:
�

��� = ��� × 1 − 0.56

●

n≥1，each after 1 year，n+1

●

���the total issued number of NFC awarded by block of the n th year

●

��� is the total number of block rewards (i.e. 105 million)

If a node wants to become a witness node, it needs to pledge a certain number of NFC first, and it
belongs to the top 21 of the total number of pledge nodes after asset weighting, that is, in the block
generation. Meanwhile, in order to ensure the normal operation of the block-chain, the witness node
needs to bear certain responsibilities. When the node fails to block as required or destroys the stability
of the block-chain, the system will implement punishment measures according to some related rules.
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3.2. Proof of Flow
NetFlowCoin’s second consensus mechanism is Proof of Flow (PoF). PoF is a consensus protocol based
on the combination of static bandwidth support and dynamic flow work. The quality of the entire virtual
network relies on the sustained provision of high-quality physical bandwidth for stable services. This is a
key factor for the continued improvement of the NFC ecosystem. Therefore, in the PoF consensus, the
quality of service of all producer nodes will be checked periodically, and nodes that fail to deliver on
their service promises will be penalized with a reduced cap on rewards.

3.2.1. PoF Pledge (Bandwidth pledge)
Like block generation, nodes that want to participate in flow production also need to pledge collateral.
In order to prevent traffic production from being monopolized by high-bandwidth nodes, and to lower
the barriers to entry for low-bandwidth nodes, NetFlowCoin sets four different intervals for node
bandwidth and each interval corresponds to an adjusted bandwidth pledge.
By introducing this regulatory factor, nodes with different bandwidths will have different pre-staking
NFC numbers. The more bandwidth provided; the greater number of pledges are required to be made.
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We know that in NetFlowCoin's economic model, consumers need to burn a certain amount of FUL in
order to promote the process in SDN / SDVN network. Therefore, how to ensure the rights and interests
of consumers after payment is an unavoidable problem for the whole network service provider and it is
also an important guarantee for the healthy development of the whole network ecology. NetFlowCoin's
bandwidth pledge mechanism is an important way to restrict the behavior of flow production nodes,
promote them to provide services according to the "rules," and obtain due benefits.
For the principle of bandwidth pledge, nodes should have different service capabilities (i.e., bandwidth
size), so that they can be small enough for anyone to join easily, at the same time, they can meet the
practical needs that the punishment will not be far less than the income. Therefore, NetFlowCoin's
bandwidth pledge is divided into four different levels according to the actual service bandwidth,
corresponding to different levels of pledge respectively, which corresponds to a differentiated network
quality embodiment from home bandwidth to computer room bandwidth.
Bandwidth interval（s）
1
2
3
4

Bandwidth range（mpbs）
1-300
301-800
801-1500
1500-∞

Regulatory factor（�� ）
�1
�2
�3
�4

After NetFlowCoin integrates the cumulative output, computing scale (bandwidth scale), time and
interval regulatory factors, a new flow pledge calculation formula is designed based on the unit
bandwidth of different intervals:







Pledge(PoF)st /mbps = Total_Rewards(PoF)t ×

1
× es
BW(nodes)t

������(���)�� /���� refers to the number of NFCs that need to be pledged for the unit
bandwidth mpbs of the bandwidth interval s at time t
�����_�������(���)� is the cumulative NFC output of the entire network PoF
��(�����)� is the total network bandwidth at time t, unit: mbps

�� is the regulatory factor of the bandwidth interval s
s is the bandwidth interval

Release of Pledge
When the node exits our project, you can choose to release the pledge, the pledge balance after
deducting the penalty will be locked for 180 days, users can withdraw the pledge balance at one time.
Once the pledge is released, it means that the node gives up the power of block generation or traffic
generation.
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3.2.2. Flow Rewards
Flow rewards motivate the SDN / SDVN node to provide users with services and maintain the diversity
of the ecosystem.
NetFlowCoin’s traffic reward decreases as the total network traffic decays. For each increase of 1 EB in
the total network traffic, the ratio of traffic converted to NFC (that is, ratio(f/t)) � will increase
accordingly.
The first step calculates the nth EB to determine the flow to NFC ratio:
�����(�/�)� =
●

1073741824
��� − ���−1

��� is the Nth EB, the conversion of flow to NFC rate, that is, the number of flow GB
required for each NFC, unit: GB / NFC

The conversion of flow to NFC rate increment curve

For flow rewards, the most important factor is the conversion rate of flow to NFC tokens.

●
●
●

The formula: �����(�/�)� calculates the conversion of flow into NFC depending on the total
amount of data already transferred.
Every 1 EB of flow data reduces the NFC token reward.

This means more flow will be required for the same NFC reward as the network scales.
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In the second step, when the nth EB is calculated, an NFC reward is exchanged for flow (aka “flow
reward”):

●
●

�����(�)� =

�����(�)�
�����(�/�)�

When �����(�)� is the nth EB, the number of NFC rewards available when the F GB is
generated.
When �����(�)� is the Nth EB, the flow is generated by the flow node, the unit: GB

Flow Casting Attenuation Model
In the token casting based on dynamic flow, when the accumulative effective flow of the whole network
reaches 44.389 EB, the output will be halved, and when the accumulative effective flow of the whole
network increases by 1 EB, the conversion of flow to NFC will decay once, and the corresponding flow
value conversion (flow and NFC exchange ratio) will be increased.

The flow casting half attenuation formula is:
�

��� = ��� × 1 − 0.544.389

●

n≥1，all net effective flow per increase 1 EB，n+1

●

��� is the total issued NFC awarded by flow of the nth EB

●

��� is the total number of flow rewards (1.155 billion)
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3.2.3. Bandwidth Rewards
Bandwidth rewards are meant to benefit high-performance and high-availability nodes for
maintaining the SDN/SDVN network.
NetFlowCoin’s bandwidth reward is based on a time attenuation model and halves in12 years. The
reward incentivizing bandwidth is steadily decreased each year, but the number of outbound blocks is
constant.
Bandwidth rewards are released daily, and the reward is allocated to all nodes that meet the bandwidth
requirements.

Bandwidth reward attenuation curve

The first step in calculating the daily bandwidth reward is as follows:

●

�����(��)� =

���� − ����−1
365

●

When �����(��)� is the nth year, the number of NFCs used for reward bandwidth every day

●

365 days = 1 year

When ���� is the nth year, the number of NFC accumulated by bandwidth rewards

Bandwidth rewards are also fixed per year, and slowly decrease over time.
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The second step is to calculate the total bandwidth reward available for allocation in each interval:

●

�����(��)�� = �����(��)� × �� %

�����(��)�� is the number of NFCs used to reward bandwidth in interval s every day in the
nth year

●

�� % is the bandwidth reward allocation proportion corresponding to interval s

The third Step is to calculates the qualified node’s valid bandwidth

●
●
●
●
●

���(����)� = ��(����) × �' × �' × �'

���(����)� is effective bandwidth for nodes in the tth day, unit: MBPS
��(����) is declaring bandwidth for node pledge, unit: mbps
�' is the bandwidth line type metering parameters，0＜�' ≤1
�' is the actual bandwidth meter parameters, 0≤�'≤1

�' is offline detection, measurement parameters，0≤�' ≤1

The fourth step is the bandwidth reward through calculating the node
�����(����)�� = �����(��)�� ×
●

���(����)�
���(�����)��

Judge the interval of the node according to its bandwidth and participate in the reward
allocation of the interval

●

�����(����)�� Is the number of bandwidth reward NFCs that a node can obtain on day t of
the nth year

●

���(�����)�� is the sum of the effective bandwidth of the interval s on day t

For nodes that expect to get bandwidth rewards, it is not only necessary to ensure that the static
bandwidth of its access SDN / SDVN network meets the requirements but also needs to ensure the
stability and 24/7 uptime.
Bandwidth Generation Attenuation Model
In the pass casting based on static high-quality bandwidth, the issuance is halved every 12 years, and the
award window is issued every 24 hours. Each award is evenly distributed according to the proportion of
the bandwidth provided by the node in the total high-quality bandwidth of the whole network.
Bandwidth casting half attenuation formula is:
�

���� = ���� × 1 − 0.56
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●

n≥1，after 1 year，n+1

●

���� is the total amount of bandwidth incentive token NFC issued in the nth year

●

���� is the total bandwidth rewards, that is, 210 million

3.3. Reward Release Mechanism
Production nodes (including block nodes and traffic nodes) obtained by the production node (including
block generated reward, bandwidth reward, and traffic reward) after completing the corresponding
work need to implement the pledge rule of locking the position for 30 days and then releasing it for 180
days.

3.3.1. PoF Rewards
In order to receive rewards through the PoF consensus, a mining reward mechanism is adopted based
on the valuable upstream flow actually generated by each node in the system. Application data flow, or
Flow as dynamic data, will be rewarded to the service provider in the form of NFC after completing the
corresponding service.
Flow means the upstream flow generated by the service provider (traffic node). According to the "clientserver" model, from the perspective of the server, the client's application for services is downlink flow
(usually very small), while upstream flow can be produced for various services provided (such as video,
pictures, audio and other contents, usually very large) and we can only use upstream flow to measure
the value of real services.
FUL has to be burned in order for users to receive NFC tokens.
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3.3.2. Bandwidth Support Reward
For bandwidth support reward, it is a mining reward mechanism based on the high-quality bandwidth
support provided by flow nodes for the network.
In a healthy global network, in order to ensure the sustainability of service quality massive bandwidth
and service nodes are needed. Just as the traditional Internet giants will deploy computer rooms in
various regions of the world to improve service speed and stability, on the premise of lacking super
administrators, for the distributed network, the more demand for high-quality bandwidth and service
providers, the better. Only in this way, can we ensure the high-speed link and redundant backup of the
whole network data communication. It is conceivable that if there are more high-quality bandwidth
service providers in the network, the better the services consumers will obtain, the greater the rewards
of service providers will receive. At the same time, better service quality and economic rewards will
attract more consumers and producers to join.
However, contrary to dynamic flow, in a nutshell, bandwidth providers may not be able to generate flow
for 7 * 24 hours as a static supporting data, but bandwidth is an indispensable infrastructure in the
network and its operation expenses that can not be underestimated. Therefore, a bandwidth supported
reward mechanism is introduced into NetFlowCoin. At each reward window, all high-quality static
bandwidth providers will receive high reward in the blockchain system in the whole network to
encourage them to make significant contributions to the diversity and high quality of the network.

3.3.3. PoF Consensus Advantages
●

Flow opens up on-chain and off-chain: Any application service relies on real flow, and for
NetFlowCoin, it uses flow as a value medium for on-chain and off-chain connectivity

●

Upstream flow generation token: Based on the "client-server" access model, the upstream flow
of the edge server is used as the basis for the service workload on the chain

●

Network bandwidth support: It motivates all bandwidth providers supported by SDN/SDVN
network infrastructure

●

Digitalization of assets (services): Here assets are recorded on the chain in the form of flow and
bandwidth to complete the digital transformation

●

Digital assets: digitized assets will be valued on the chain in the form of tokens

3.4. Slashing Penalties
Although a distributed network in the virtual world is built for SDN, each node still needs to depend on
the support of the physical network. The quality of the entire virtual network relies on better physical
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bandwidth and stable services determine, which is a key factor in improving the entire ecosystem.
Therefore, in the PoF consensus, the quality of service of all producer nodes will be checked periodically,
and nodes that fail to deliver on their service promises will be penalized with a cap on rewards to
prevent further misconduct.
NetFlowCoin hopes that, through the two-pronged approach of reward and punishment, all participants
can provide high-quality services and prosper on an ecological platform we can build together.

3.4.1. Block generation penalty
Nodes will be slashed due to double-signatures, failures, etc. (it is forbidden to become a witness node).
The specific rules are as follows:
All nodes participating in the block generation have an initial score, ����� �� ：
����� �� = 0

(a) Each time a node is absent from a block, m points will be added from Score(BN). If a node
successfully completes a block generation, Score(BN) will be deducted x points (m>x).
(b) When ����� �� ≥ 30, the node cannot participate in the selection of candidate nodes (this node
cannot participate in block mining)

The penalty score is persistent, and its life cycle is as same as the block generation pledge, that is, it will
be reset to zero only when the block generation pledge is completed.
Nodes can purchase scores, and they must be purchased at a time to make up to the initial score zero,
and the NFC used to purchase the scores is added to the current node's block generation pledge. The
formula for calculating the score is:

3.4.2. Traffic node penalty

Per penalty point price =

36
100

For nodes that participate in traffic generation, they will also be slashed when malicious behavior occurs.
The penalties mainly include fake bandwidth and offline:
1) Fake bandwidth penalty
The actual bandwidth of the traffic node will be checked regularly. If it is found that the actual
bandwidth of the traffic node BW(a)<the declared bandwidth BW(c), the pledge amount will be
deducted BW(c)-BW(a), and the bandwidth will be reduced to BW(a).
2) Offline penalty
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As a highly available network, NetFlowCoin hopes that all nodes involved in traffic generation can be
online 24/7, so as to ensure the network’s uptime. Therefore, for offline traffic nodes, penalties will be
imposed based on their offline duration:
(a) If the online time of the traffic node is less than 19.2 hours per day, the node will not be able to get
the reward for the day.
(b) If the traffic node is offline for 24 hours, the node will not be able to get the reward for the next 7
days.
(c) If a traffic node is offline for 7 days, traffic generation pledges of the node will be deducted to zero,
and this node will lose the right of traffic generation.

4. NetFlowCoin Technology: Marrying SDN/SDVN
to the Blockchain
NetFlowCoin is an SDN combined with blockchain technology, culminating in a more efficient and secure
data communication value network.
By harnessing the bandwidth, storage, edge computing, and data resources of the SDN, NetFlowCoin
ensures the rapid flow of data from user to designated user. Together with blockchain technology, the
NFC Project provides users with a decentralized network resource that turns key Internet infrastructure
elements into an algorithmic market.
The NetFlowCoin blockchain runs on NFC (also “NetFlowCoin”) tokens; and can be used for business
transactions, currency within dApps, and other uses defined within the NFC ecosystem. Everyone can
participate in NFC mining thanks to NFC’s novel dual consensus mechanism: Proof of Stake and Proof of
Flow.
● NetFlowCoin’s technology allows partner brands to build their own unique and decentralized
resource network or decentralized application nested within the NetFlowCoin ecosystem.
● Ultra-high processing capacity designed for enterprise use. Made to adapt to various scenarios,
rapid growth, and hyper scalability.
● Access to Network Layer Capabilities: Provides open-source interfaces for developers to build
dApps (blockchain explorer, wallet, DEX, decentralized IM, NRC20 token, NFT, etc.)
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NetFlowCoin Overall Project Structure

4.1. SDVN Solves the Rapid Flow of Value in the Internet of
Everything
SDN (software defined network) originated from Stanford University’s “Clean State Program.” This
research project began in 2006, and it was there that the concept of SDN was formally proposed. The
innovative software defined networking architecture defines and controls the network through a form
of software programming. SDN is considered revolutionary in the network field and is widely used today.
SDVN (software defined virtual network) is derived from the re-innovation of SDN technology. It adopts
Multicode packet encryption technology, Multilayered technology, Network Slicing technology, DLT
technology, Next-Hops technology and other technologies to quickly realize network-to-network, pointto-network, and point-to-point secure private networks. Through SDVN, NetFlowCoin establishes a
secure private virtual network for the Internet.
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SDVN technology is a reliable and tested network architecture that has been used by millions of users
and large-scale enterprises for over a decade. NetFlowCoin builds a cryptoeconomic system based on
SDN/SDVN technology, and creates a distributed flow market for mapping the actual value of
application services.

4.1.1. SDVN work levels
The virtual network built by SDN technology is carried on top of the intranet and internet of the real
network. NetFlowCoin’s SDN means it cannot be limited or confined to the existing architecture made
by the centralized monopolies. NetFlowCoin has the freedom of flexible networking and access to
different network types.

4.1.2. SDVN Key Technologies
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

Network Isolation: network isolation technology means each user can form their own unique
virtual network. Each unique network runs in the SDN global edge network, independent from
other virtual networks.
Multicode Packet Encryption: multicode packet encryption technology adopts a high-level
encryption algorithm to realize the security and reliability of data packets sent from the virtual
network through the Internet/intranet. Multicode packet encryption protects user privacy and
eliminates the risk of a leak throughout the communications process.
Direct Link Communication Technology (DLT): enables the transmission of virtual network
packets regardless of network architecture penetration. It enables users to access and
communicate with their virtual network with any device, anytime, anywhere.
Multilayered and Network Slicing: Based on network multilayer and slicing technology,
different user-owned virtual networks can be freely divided on the SDN edge network. It can
also be sliced according to the attributes of virtual networks (such as applications loaded) to
ensure that different virtual networks and network slices can be segregated and provide quality
assurance services based on attributes such as applications, users, QoS, SLA, etc., accordingly.
Agile Networking: aka “network as a service.” Users can switch networks at any time to access
different virtual network resources.
Intelligent Next Hops: Intelligent “next-hops” path selection, according to the user’s target
access address, can smartly schedule the optimal communication path. Therefore, users can get
the best virtual network communication performance, and say goodbye to the traditional
routing algorithm brought about by excessive delay and unresponsive problems.
Edge Forwarding: With the assistance of a massive number of nodes in the SDN (RN, CN, and EN
nodes), the edge node forwarding capability can assign other SDN nodes to provide forwarding
services (via intelligent path judgment) when the DLT connection cannot be established. Due to
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●

the encrypted nature of the communication data, the nodes involved in the relay only exist as
data packet carriers, and the specific content of the communication will remain unknown.
Rapid Deployment: The entire virtual network can be built without any complex network
commands or prior foundation. Users only need to click the “Create Network” button in the
Weline app to deploy their own unique private virtual network. After that, adding extra devices,
or those of friends and family to the network is simple.

4.1.3. SDVN Technical Advantages
For over a decade, SDN technology has been used by many large-scale enterprises with millions of users
with trustworthy maturity and reliability. SDN technology provides the following benefits:
●

●
●

●

●

Chain-Network Combination: virtual network technology guarantees that data can arrive from
producer to designated consumer quickly, accurately, and securely while blockchain technology
establishes a credible win-win economic ecosystem.
Decentralized Distributed Networking: Rapidly realize the construction of secure private
networks based on point-to-point, point-to-network, and network-to-network internet.
Highly Reliable Data Security Protection: secure data transmission in the virtual network is
ensured with trusted authentication, encrypted communication, authorized access, and other
security technologies to protect the reliable flow of value.
Application-based end-to-end network slicing: Based on identity, resource, SLA, QoS, SL, and
other strategies, multiple network slices are dynamically carved out of the virtual network, and
each of them is logically isolated to realize end-to-end and on-demand services according to
users and application cases.
High bandwidth and low latency processing performance: integrated with end-to-end
communication, edge forwarding, intelligent routing, and other technologies, it can effectively
shorten communication latency and provide fast access to target resources anytime and
anywhere.

4.2. NetFlowCoin Public Chain Design
In blockchain systems, especially public chain systems, nodes can join the network at will and without
restriction. As more nodes are added, the scale of the network also becomes larger. Therefore, the
scalability of the system is infinite.
While NetFlowCoin’s SDN technology ensures the rapid flow of data from user to designated user in a
precise and secure manner, the blockchain layer promotes the healthy development of the network and
fortifies security during expansion.
To maintain the normal operation of a large-scale network and prevent nodes within the network from
attacking it. The blockchain system provides token rewards to the nodes involved in maintaining the
security of the system and safeguarding its operation through a consensus mechanism. while penalizing
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malicious nodes. With such a mechanism, the public chain system can operate in a decentralized
environment healthily and normally.
By adopting a ledger to record the traffic, storage, and other resource data on the SDN network, the NFC
Project can remain decentralized while being open to all users. Furthermore, NFC can reward users for
contributing their idle resources with no risk of political or business influence.
The NFC token incentivizes users to contribute to the stable operation and business expansion of the
overall NFC Project. Implement smart contract technology to lay the foundation for complex, automated,
and lucrative business processing mechanisms.
The primary reasons behind adopting blockchain technology for this project are as follows:
● To record all traffic, storage, transaction, and other data on the SDN network. The use of blockchain
technology will guarantee the traceability of data on the chain.
● Use the token incentive mechanism of blockchain technology to precisely reward the root nodes for
their contribution to the stable operation of the system and the expansion of the business
landscape.
● Use smart contract technology of blockchain to lay the foundation for the future implementation of
complex, automated, and intelligent business processing mechanisms.
The NetFlowCoin architecture includes the underlying node layers, the blockchain ledger layer formed
by nodes packing blocks; the consensus mechanism layer; and the smart contract layer which rewards
nodes for their compliance in packing and verifying blocks.

4.2.1. NetFlowCoin Nodes
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Cloud-edge-end node architecture

4.2.2. NetFlowCoin Ledger
The ledger layer in the NetFlowCoin blockchain is the blockchain data structure that records data such as
traffic, storage, and transactions throughout NetFlowCoin. This blockchain data structure consists of
blocks connected back-to-back, and blocks are connected by the hash value of the previous block (block
0 is the first block of the blockchain, the genesis block). The blocks in the blockchain are all generated by
supernodes and central nodes according to the regulation of the consensus mechanism.
Each block contains all or part of the transaction data processed by the block packing node over a set
period. When the supernode and the central node are unable to pack all the locally saved transaction
data into the current block this time, the unpacked transactions will be left to be packed into
subsequent blocks when the block is packed again later.
In this way, the blockchain data structure of NetFlowCoin is an infinite extension from block 0 and is
linked back and forth to form the blockchain structure.
This blockchain structure is stored at each root node, so each root and central node has an identical
ledger (blockchain data structure) that records all root nodes outgoing block rewards for the entire
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NetFlowCoin blockchain since the creation of the block, as well as all transaction data occurring at the
root, central and edge nodes based on traffic, storage, operations, etc. This is the reason why the
blockchain system guarantees the traceability of transaction data.
Since the ledger is stored at each root node and central node, any modification to it must be verified by
all root and central nodes before it can take effect. Therefore, any illegal or irregular modification of this
ledger by any single node is considered illegitimate and will be rejected by other nodes. This is the
mechanism of how blockchain systems prevent data from being tampered with.

4.2.3. NetFlowCoin Smart Contracts
A smart contract is a computer protocol designed to disseminate, validate or enforce contracts by
informational means. Smart contracts allow trusted transactions to be made without a third party, and
these transactions are traceable and irreversible.
The concept of smart contracts was introduced by Nick Szabo in the 1990s. Ethereum was the first
platform to implement smart contracts. The application of smart contracts enables the execution of
business logic to be automated, irreversible, uninterrupted, and tamper-proof.
After smart contracts were formally introduced on Ethereum, a huge ecosystem of applications was
born on it, which are called decentralized applications, or DApps.
NetFlowCoin’s system supports smart contracts and adds smart contract virtual machines to intelligently
and automatically handle all kinds of business logic in the future. It also supports all kinds of smart
contracts on Ethereum and supports Solidity, the smart contract programming language of Ethereum.
NetFlowCoin’s smart contract architecture diagram is as follows.

Smart contract architecture diagram

The smart contract code is the contract source code written by the user in the smart contract
programming language.
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Bytecode is the code formed after the smart contract source code compiled by the smart contract
compiler, and it can be executed by the smart contract virtual machine.
The smart contract virtual machine is the execution environment for running the bytecode and is the
core of the smart contract architecture.

4.2.4. NetFlowCoin Application Layer
The application layer is the layer where users can directly interact with the blockchain system. Project
teams can develop various applications for users to interact with the blockchain system according to
various business cases and application needs, which simplifies the way and process of interaction
between them. On the one hand, it increases the usability and friendliness of the blockchain system. On
the other hand, it increases its usability and friendliness.
The main applications in this layer are blockchain explorer, project token wallet, and other common
applications, which can be expanded and added as needed in the future.
The blockchain explorer allows users to query the complete information of a transaction based on some
of the transaction information such as the hash rate, the address of the sender, and the receiver of the
token. Project Token Wallet is an application that users use to store project tokens. Users can use the
wallet to store tokens, send and receive transactions.

5. NFC Reward Mechanisms: Powering the
Ecosystem
Overview: Dual Tokens, Three types of Rewards
The NetFlowCoin consensus is divided into two types of consensus mechanisms: Proof of Stake (PoS)
and Proof of Flow (PoF). Through PoS and PoF, users earn NetFlowCoin (NFC) token rewards.
Nested in these mechanisms are three production methods and token mechanisms: blocks generation,
flow, and bandwidth.
By making block, flow, and bandwidth rewards available to the community, NetFlowCoin can achieve
the following goals across the global community:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Establish a mature and powerful SDN network
A competitive and scalable consensus
Utility and diversity in the ecosystem
Realize a network where participation is rewarded
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Each reward mechanism corresponds to different functions and needs. In order to determine an
appropriate reward, each mechanism has its own unique calculation.
NetFlowCoin’s reward system is designed to realize the concept of “everyone participates, everyone
benefits.” It provides nodes with a variety of different ways to create value within the ecosystem.
To preserve the supply and demand of the NFC token, the economic model implements halving for each
tier of rewards. Block reward halves in six years, and flow reward halves in 12 years.
As the ecology and network potential scales with time and flow, the number of tokens in each reward
decreases. This will give the network time to mature and prevent the dilution of the token’s value.

Consensus

Reward Mechanism

Token Issuance

PoS

Block Generation

Rewards slowly decrease each year; halves every
6 years

PoF

Bandwidth supports

The issuance volume has been halved in 12

production

years, declining year by year

Traffic (application) service

When the total effective traffic of the entire

production

network reaches 44.389 EB, the issuance volume
is halved, and the issuance volume decreases for
every additional 1 EB.
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5.1. Dual Token Model
NetFlowCoin uses a dual token model: FUL and NFC
What is FUL?
FUL is a convertible settlement token anchored to the price of the U.S. dollar. The FUL token covers the
basic communication fees of the SDN/SDVN. FUL cannot be used to transact between wallet addresses.
FUL binds to a user’s address. It can only be converted into NFC tokens, or vice versa. If a user wants to
withdraw unused FUL and cash out to another wallet address, they must convert the FUL into NFC
tokens.
The FUL token can be viewed as the bridge between the real and virtual world. NetFlowCoin users can
use FUL to pay for the resources of the SDN/SDVN network. Alternatively, users can contribute their idle
bandwidth to the network in return for NFC tokens based on the bandwidth reward algorithm.
The FUL token facilitates the movement of value between the on-chain and off-chain worlds, and the
conversion between FUL and NFC tokens are according to market prices.
What is NFC?
NFC (also “NetFlowCoin”) is the native token and the only medium of exchange in NetFlowCoin. The NFC
token is issued through the local blockchain via the PoS and PoF consensus mechanisms. The NFC token
has a fixed supply, and will never surpass 2.1 billion coins.
NFC is the base currency of the NetFlowCoin project, and the lifeblood of the NetFlowCoin economy and
ecosystem. NFC holders have the ability to participate in the PoS consensus and effect governance by
voting for witness nodes or forging new blocks as a witness node.
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NetFlowCoin’s closed-loop economic model: FUL → flow → NFC → FUL

The NFC is converted to FUL, which is used to pay the network fee of SDN / SDVN and to generate flow.
And the flow rate is subsequently generated by the POF consensus, showing the real world into digital
assets on the chain in the form of flow, FUL and NFC form a clever circular transformation.
The more users of SDN/SDVN, the more demand for FUL, which will increase the value of NFC and
develop more participants of NetFlowCoin.

5.2. Main Chain Token NFC Allocation Scheme
NFC is the only equity token in the ecology, with a total amount issuance of 2.1 billion.
It is a revenue credential that the holder obtains by providing various decentralized services and is a
reward given by NetFlowCoin to the holder for maintaining the network and enriching the ecology. Any
organization or natural person can acquire NFC according to the same rules. NFC can be acquired by
buying or providing various services or transactions based on the system ecology, and the price of NFC is
entirely determined by the market value.
The distribution scheme of all issued 2.1 billion NFC tokens is as follows.
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Figure 6 - NFC Distribution Scheme

NFC token allocation ratio:
●
●
●

●
●
●

5% (105 million): Foundation, used for long-term network governance, partner support,
academic subsidies, public works, community construction, etc.
10% (210 million): investors, used to fund network development, business development,
partnerships, etc., released linearly of 6 months to 3 years based on investment conditions.
15% (315 million): Project team, used for research development, deployment and maintenance,
business development, marketing, etc. After being locked up for 1 year, it would be slowly
released over a period of 6 years.
10% ($ 210 million): Bandwidth mining, after the income is frozen for 30 days, it will be released
linearly in 180 days.
5% ($105 million): Block mining (high quality bandwidth reward), after the income is frozen for
30 days, it will be released linearly in 180 days.
55% (1,155 million): traffic mining (dynamic traffic reward), after the income is frozen for 30
days, it will be released linearly in 180 days.

5.3. Token Reward Release Method
In order to protect the project ecology and the whole network node stability, which may be destroyed
by the sudden leaving of early profitable users, therefore for all users involved in the casting, the
rewards obtained will be subject to the policy of locking the position for 30 days and then 180 days.
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5.4. NFC Deflation Model
●

●

●
●

●

Output deflation: Like other block-chain projects, the issuance of NFC follows a predetermined
and controlled supply model, and the production of token decreases over time, with natural
anti-inflation;
NFC → FUL conversion deflation: In the circular supply and demand mode of NFC and FUL,
generation NFC must be with the help of the SDN / SDVN flow promoted by FUL, while FUL can
only be converted from NFC, and the converted NFC will be destroyed, which means that
generation new NFC needs to destroy the old NFC. With the development of SDN / SDVN
ecology and the increase of users, the demand for FUL will continue to increase, and the
destruction of converted NFC will also continue to increase.
Staking & Lock-up: Both traffic and block forging need to be staked, and the rewards are subject
to lock-up and release rules to reduce circulation.
Slashing and destruction: Traffic nodes and block nodes can be slashed for various infractions.
The NFC deducted from the reasons and the NFC that is fined from the node’s collateral is
automatically destroyed.
HODL: Holding for dear life (long-term holding)

6. The Ecosystem and Marketplace: Incentivizing
all Participants
NetFlowCoin is a decentralized Internet application platform made to reward developers, service
providers, and users in the ecosystem.
The NetFlowCoin Project utilizes blockchain as a data transaction, security, and incentive layer in
tandem with its Software Defined Network. The SDN/SDVN is deployed across countless nodes
consisting of powerful computing capabilities closer to the network’s core and edge nodes local to every
user.
The proliferation of devices capable of becoming NFC Edge Nodes such as mobile phones, laptops, PCs,
and workplace servers means NetFlowCoin can tap into an endless pool of networking and storage
resources globally. Some key global networking capabilities of NFC include:
●

Adaptable: A fast-growing ecosystem of tools, applications, integrations, and providers for all
types of cases

●

Made to Scale: Powerful and active distributed edge network with millions of edge nodes
enabled via SDN/SDVN

●

Military-Grade Encryption: The foundation of SDN/SDVN + Blockchain technology means a
secure communications platform with profit potential

●

Superb Performance: Super high processing power designed for large-scale use
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●

Innovative Consensus: Efficient consensus for network-wide participation

●

Open and easy to operate: Designed to be developer and user friendly

6.1. Decentralized Overlay Network Features
Developers are a cornerstone of NetFlowCoin’s decentralized marketplace. NFC provides diversified
open-source interfaces for developers to create new dApps in the decentralized app store.
NetFlowCoin is dedicated to off-site networking, remote office, secure transmission, data sharing,
private communications, live streaming; IoT, edge computing, cloud-side storage, and more on its dApp
marketplace. Future application cases include:
●

Data assets: data asset storage,
trading, IP rights

●

IoT: Smart home, IoT, Telematics

●

Communication: Agile
security, messaging

●

EN data sharing dApp

●

DEX

●

Decentralized
video
network/platform

●

Decentralized data trading platform

networking,

streaming

●

Edge computing: edge computing,
edge-cloud collaboration, big data, AI

●

NRC20 token

●

Payments: token
products/services

●

Non-fungible tokens

●

IoT platform

●

Standard blockchain applications:
distributed bookkeeping, exchange,
DeFi applications

●

KYC/CIS/Identity Verification

●

Decentralized MMORPG

●

NFC Lottery dApp

●

purchase

of

Network resource sharing (idle
bandwidth sharing, or acceleration)
dApp

6.2. The Marketplace & Use-Case
NetFlowCoin’s markets are mainly the digital asset trading market and the flexible networking market.
The flexible networking market is based on SDN/SDVN technology, which enables users in different
locations and environments to freely connect and interact with data, thus solving the problems of crossregional network, network access speed, and data communication security. This can help various users
to complete the real landing of DApps, businesses, and applications, and based on which, data flow can
reliably reflect the value.
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The digital asset market is mainly to match the supply and demand sides, and to make the intangible
digital assets into tangible value. Users with data services can contribute their bandwidth and digital
assets to provide services to those with needs. Consumers pay FUL to purchase digital services
embodied as traffic, while producers gain revenue through NFCs embodied as traffic.

Through the token economy, the NFC project motivates more producers to contribute their idle
bandwidth and digital assets to provide efficient services through a fully peer-to-peer edge network.
Through a decentralized architecture, it can ensure that the value of digital assets will not be controlled
by the centralized structure and that data privacy can be effectively protected. In the era of the Internet
of Everything, global data continues to grow, and the medium to activate data is the network. Hence,
network traffic, as the most important value circulation channel, has its own inherent value.
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6.2.1. Use Case Example: Instant Messaging dApp
Distributed IM on NFC means the realization of decentralized, real-time messaging. Centralized instant
messaging is well-known for its risk of leaks and privacy invasion.
In NetFlowCoin’s distributed IM, the conversation has end-to-end encryption. Personal identifiers and
message contents are stored locally on the end-user. Enabling the option to “burn after reading,” or
“delete messages older than 1 week,” ensures that the data is completely erased.
Since there is no central server, users can perform peer-to-peer instant messaging through identities
(such as addresses) on the chain, which is faster and more secure.
The user profile option supports cross-chain addresses to authenticate an individual’s identity. This
makes it easy for users to consolidate multiple addresses of different blockchains under one identity or
username. After verification is complete, the IM dApp allows verified users to know who they are
chatting and transacting ETH, BTC, or NFC with.
The IM dApp can be integrated with NetFlowCoin’s server to encrypt and store personal information
(including multi-chain aggregated identities) and permitted chat records and other data locally. Even if
the mobile phone is replaced, the chat data and other saved files are guaranteed to be safe and stored
on the user’s server.
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and IoT.
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